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Abraham Lincoln, Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel, Swami Vivekananda and M.K.
Gandhi-these names are engraved in the golden pages of history for their wisdom,
statesmanship, intellectual caliber and vision. To the people of my grandmother's
generation these were names that were synonyms for the word “leader”. Why?
They were men of impeccable character and upright standing. They stood as living
examples of the values that the young were taught. And so they, the young ones had
real life reference points to emulate. In fact, a majority of the people in public domain
were persons of good character, be they sports men, actors, musicians or anyone else.
And as a result there was an energy and passion permeating public life. That's the way
it was- Utopic!
Can we say the same of the people in the limelight today? Our politicians, sportspeople,
captains of industry? Are they capable of being juxtaposed with their predecessors?
Spoken of in the same breath? Measured by the same yardstick? We have the President
of one country calling the President of another ugly names, stripping both the perpetrator
and the victim of whatever dignity they possess. We have adored sportspersons,
established youth icons getting “banned” for doing drugs and indulging in unfair
practices, actors going around talking crap about other actors. The Prime Minister
designates of our country indulging in loose talk so colorful that it would shame even a
road side thug!
Where will all this end, for God's sake? Are these the people that we children have to
look up to?
In a world full of such people, where does the youth go? Whom do we follow? Whom
do we take as our role models? Do we just accept the fact that the world is made up of
people who lack moral values and become such in order to survive?
Is the world of tomorrow going to be
inhabited by mediocre, corrupt, depraved
people sans conscience, sans integrity?
Are the few , stray Sachin Tendulkars, Dr
Abdul Kalams and Anna Hazares enough
to dispel this darkness that threatens to
envelop us ?
I'm worried.

Editor-in-Chief, (Arushi Gorsi)

WE WELCOME THE NEW SCHOOL COUNCIL
The new school council members were nominated and elected to the various posts on
th
26 April. The new official list is as follows :
School Head Girl
Vice Head Girl

: Rhea Thyagaraj
: Gunisha Arora

Sports Captain
:
Sports Vice Captain
:
Co -Curricular Activity Captain
:
Co -Curricular Activity Vice Captain :
Mess Official
Assistant Mess Official
Social Service Officials
Archives Official

:
:
:
:

Anamika Bhardwaj
Manya Agarwal
Arushi Gorsi
Varnika Jaiswal
Palak Grover
Vidyotma Malik
Priyal Raj, Simran Dhillon
Shrestha Chakraborty, Vishakha Chaudhary

STUDENT COUNCIL
Ecolecho Editorial Team

: Arushi Gorsi (Editor-in-Chief), Manasi
Seshadri, Neichinghoi Kipgen, Shraddha
Sawhney, Bhargavie Raj, Ananya Gupta

Graffal Team

: Sakshi Lakhotia (Editor-in-Chief), Jasnoor
Malhi , Shezlin Dinesh, Kashish Chintu,
Shubhangi Dua, Anusha Rathi

House Captains

AIR
Captain

: Yoo Jieun

Vice Captain : Sakshi Lakhotia

Captain

: Aarjoo Bahuguna

Vice Captain : Vaishnavi Solanki

TERRA

IGNIS
Captain

AQUA

: Avanee Agrawal

Vice Captain : Neichinghoi Kipgen

Captain

: Abana Javed

Vice Captian : Aasiya Hussain

Reflection on A New School
As every morning symbolizes a new day, a new life, a new hope, Ecole Globale rose
like a new chapter in my life. When I first entered the gates of Ecole I did not know
that it had so much in store for me. Initially I was not sure about my experiences in the
new school but as time passed, I did engage with the school and the students and mixed
with them like grains of salt in water.
I remember when I first met my grade mates. I was whole heartedly welcomed. They
tried their best to make me feel comfortable and I think because of them I have been
able to see this place as mine. I joined the school late and was therefore worried about
my academics. But when I attended my classes all the teachers helped me with class
work, they took extra lessons so that I could catch up on everything I had missed. My
teachers and class mates were the anchors that helped me stay afloat.
Everything went on perfectly when suddenly I received a shock. One day, Principal
Ma'am announced my name as a nominee for the post of Vice Sports Captain. I was
still recovering from the first shock when I came across another one - the results of
elections were in my favor.
I had only joined the school and I was given a huge responsibility which indeed was a
major thing. I hope in future I'll be able to gain more from the school and give even
more to it so that my contribution is especially felt in taking Ecole Globale to new
heights.
Manya Agrawal

A Rare Honour For Dehradun
Manya Agarwal, a grade 11 student of Ecole Globale International Girls' School,
Dehradun is packing her bags, nay, in this case, her pistols, as she gets ready to fly to
the United States of America to participate in the IPC Shooting World Cup at Fort
Benning, USA in the 1st week of June.
The invitation to the event extended by the National Governing Body for the Olympic
and Paralympic Shooting Sports in the United States, will give Manya Agarwal the
opportunity to participate and qualify for the World Championships to be held in Suhi,
Germany and for the 2016 Paralympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The World Cup events will be held from 1st June to 7th June and will be hosted on the
ranges of the United States Army Marksmanship Unit located at Fort Benning military
reservation at Columbus, Georgia.
Manya Agarwal, started her training under her coach ,Shri Shiv Lal Dogra in June 2012
at the age of 14. She chose the Air Pistol to master , for that was the only weapon she
could handle ,born as she is with physical limitations. And her rise has been meteoric!
Encouraged by her guru and her parents Mr. and Ms. Dinesh Agarwal, Manya fixed her
sights on the peak- the Nationals. She entered the Guns for Glory, the pre-nationals
competition at Pune and qualified for the Nationals.
A champion was born!
This spunky lass then strode into the
Junior Women's Nationals in 2012 and
walked off with the gold! The feat was
repeated in 2013 where Manya's
rankings shot up to the 1st position. She
then went on to participate in the
Master's Meet in May 2013, an
exclusive club for top rankers alone and
needless to say, bagged the Gold!
“My dream is to represent my country at the Olympics and bring home the gold,” says
Manya simply.
Humble, soft-spoken and well -grounded, Manya attributes her success to her coach,
Mr Dogra and to her parents. “Whenever I have faltered, Sir has egged me on,” she
says. “He has worked with me tirelessly and what I am today is because he has instilled
in me the importance to be disciplined and focused on my goal.”
Today, one can spot her practising at the state-of-art Rifle Shooting Range at Ecole
Globale International School at all odd hours. The facilities and coaching provided by
her Alma Mater will no doubt stand her in good stead in the challenging times ahead.
As she moves towards her next milestone, we wish her God speed.

Young Entrepreneurs Conference 2014 held at the Doon School
nd

The students of Ecole Globale International Girls' School participated in the 2 Young
rd
th
Entrepreneurs Conference 2014 held at the Doon School on 3 & 4 May . Several
Schools like Vasant Valley School New Delhi, Welham Girls' School Dehradun,
Hopetown Girls' School Dehradun, Unison World School Dehradun, Wynberg Allen
Mussoorie, Vivek High School Mohali participated in this conference.
On the first day, a Corporate meet took place where the students represented various
companies. The next day a business quiz was held which was followed by a product
pitching event. Ecolieres advertised their product effectively and were able to sell their
product to a maximum number of customers. They left the audience mesmerized by
their entrepreneurial skills and their strategies and sales pitch was highly appreciated.
st
Ecole Globale International Girls' School bagged the 1 position in this event. The team
from Ecole comprised Vasundhara Yadav, Aditi
Dixit, Vaishnavi and Shraddha Sawhney.
They were accompanied by faculty advisors
Mr. Akash Dutt and Ms. Vatsala Bhanot.
The day ended with the prize distribution
ceremony. Ecolieres rejoiced and looked
triumphant on holding the trophy .The
Headmaster praised the girls who appeared to be
young women entrepreneurs of the future.

Workshop on classical dance form Bharatnatyam held at
Ecole Globale International Girls School from 8th 10th May, 2014
A three day workshop on the popular classical dance form Bharatnatyam was organized
th
th
in Ecole Globale International Girls School, Dehradun, from 8 10 May, 2014. The
students had the opportunity of interacting and learning from Miss Nidhi Misra, who
left engineering voluntarily to pursue her passion.

Miss Mishra is teaching at Kalakshetra, Chennai and has given several performances.
She familiarized the students with certain basic postures and expressions used in this
dance form. Her dance workshop left the Ecolieres inspired and wanting to learn more.
The idea behind the workshop was to inculcate the habit of appreciating classical dance
by being aware of the nuances of such forms of dance.
An interview with Ms. Nidhi Misra, dancer and teacher of
Bharatnatyam at Kalakshetra, Chennai.
Shraddha: Ma'am, You have conducted so many workshops with young people. What
do you think is the level of interest in dance forms such as Bharatnatyam amongst the
youth today?
Ms. Nidhi Misra: I think, yes, there is a little struggle there when we conduct those
workshops. Those who are learning show a great deal of interest but for the others it is
a little difficult. Times have changed and the youth today likes fast things. Because of
the dance showcased in Bollywood movies there is a preconception that 'this' is classical
dance and there is a lot of struggle to make them understand the difference. The
workshops are conducted not to teach them something but give them a trailer of the
movie. Even if one understands, it is a success.
Shraddha: You gave up engineering and took up dancing. What was the one thing that
made you realize that engineering is not the thing for you and you were born to dance?
nd
Ms. Nidhi Misra: (Laughs) I quit during the 2 semester. I was always into dancing.
Dance always remained with me so the link never broke. I did not want to be an
engineer at all, a doctor, I could think about. But I realized that it was dance that was
my calling.
Shraddha: How important is applause to you? What is it
that keeps inspiring you to go on as a dancer?
Ms. Nidhi Misra: Applause is like a chocolate for every
performer but we have to move beyond the applause. When
you move the audience, you are inspired. It is not just the
applause- leaving an audience motivates.
Shraddha: They say, everything has to change with time to
survive. Do you think it would be a good idea if even
Bharatnatyam evolved with time to keep up with the
contemporary dance forms?
Ms. Nidhi Misra: 'Contemporary' keeps changing. Every
classical thought has gone through a revolution. For me,
Bharatnatyam is getting refined as time moves on. It has
been evolving. It was very different 78 years ago and now,
it is very different. Like everything else, Bharatnatyam, too,
will change and evolve, but what is important is that the
thread shouldn't be lost. It's like a tree that, along with
growing skywards also extends its roots deep into the
ground so that it can ensconce itself.

Shraddha: What was your experience at Ecole like?
Ms. Nidhi Misra: The first day, for the girls, was like 'Oh-my-God-what-is-this?' And
now I can say that the girls know, if not a lot, something about this dance form. I feel
that we artists need to come to schools like this and sprinkle a little holy water of
knowledge so that at least a part of it stays with the children throughout their lives. My
experience with these young girls, some of whom might want to pursue dance as their
career, was truly enjoyable.
Shraddha: Thank you, Ma'am for being with us and enlightening us about Bharatnatyam.

'Ecoliers vs Wild'
It was made to be, indeed the most mesmerizing thing that we ever experienced. The
woods bounded me and embraced me.
The Red Stone Camp was situated literally in the lap of nature. We experienced staying
in tents, and living in the wilderness.
Everything was not given to us on a platter. We had to work for it. Our trek of twentyeight kilometers made us realize how unused to toughness we are! All things that we
take for granted at school had to be earned. We cooked a meal; carried our own bags;
struggled to catch up with our friends who seemed to have a better stamina than us;
and finally, enjoyed all of it.
The best part was the food and also the activities that were specially planned for the
juniors. The juniors had a great time building rafts, participating in a magi-cooking
competition, and taking part in adventure activities like Flying Fox and Burma Bridge.
The organizers had done their homework and knew how to keep all of us engaged and
entertained.
Life teaches us many things and life is enjoyable only when adventure is a part of it.
This was fortunately one of those learning experiences where life taught us the ways
of living. I'm grateful to our school and the team of Red Stone for providing us such a
wonderful opportunity.
Mehar

Bharatanatyam performance wows Ecoliers
It was a pulsating evening of dance and music. In the SPICMACAY organised
programme, the beauty of Bharatanatyam was presented by the Delhi-based acclaimed
danseuse, Ragini Chandrasekhar accompanied by a small ensemble of Carnatic
musicians. This group included Sri Shankar on the nattu vangam, Sri Venkateswaran on
vocals, Sri Chandrashekhar on mridangam and Sri Anirudh Bharadwaj on the flute.
Ms. Chandrasekhar has performed in many parts of the world and trains many young
people at Kala Angan Centre, New Delhi. She is also the recipient of the Ustad
Bismillah Khan Yuva Award for 2010. Speaking about the dance form, she said,
“Expressing everything is possible through the body…it (Bharatanatyam) is elastic the more it expands, the more it encompasses.”
The performance began with an invocation of the divine through a piece called
'Pushpanjali', followed by the traditional 'Allarippu' and closed with two mesmerising
pieces of 'Abhinaya'. This visual treat saw the dance, the dancer and the music coming
together to become one organic whole, where the movement of the dancer's body, the
sound of her tapping feet and anklets and the 'thaalam' of the music created perfect
harmony.
The enthralling evening was put to a close with the poised and articulate dancer
interacting with enthusiastic Ecoliers brimming with never-ending questions.

An interview with Ragini Chandrashekhar
Ecolecho: There are many classical dances in India. Why did you take up Bharatnatyam
in particular?
Ms. Ragini: I was born in an atmosphere of dance and music. It was very natural for me
to take up Bharatnatyam since my mother was also a Bharatnatyam dancer.
Other than that, I even learnt Kuchipudi at the age of 7. But I gave it up completely and
focused on
Bharatnatyam.
Ecolecho: What is that one thing that made you realize that yes, you were born to dance;
born to be a performer?
Ms. Ragini: Dancing came very naturally to me. My mother did not have to go to great
lengths to teach me to dance. After watching many performances on stage, I knew I was
a performer.

Ecolecho: How important is applause to you? What inspires you to perform?
Ms. Ragini: A dancer creates dance in front of an audience. To have the audience in the same plane
is very important. Through applause, we get to know whether the audience is interacting or
appreciating the dance. Applause is the 'rasa' of a performance.
Ecolecho: What level of interest do you find amongst the youth today while teaching or performing?
Ms. Ragini: It is a misconception to feel that the youth have no interest in learning Bharatnatyam.
The right dose can help cultivate an interest amongst the youth. The influence is more on western
dances but the roots of it lie in our classical heritage.
Ecolecho: How did you find the audience here at Ecole?
Ms. Ragini: The audience here is wonderful and very receptive.
Ecolecho: Thank you, ma'am for the wonderful performance. We hope to see you In our school once
again.

Social Service at Chandpur
On the 14th of April, Grade 10 and the Social Service Prefect, Gunisha went to the
neighbouring village, Chandpur to work for an eye camp conducted by an NGO called
ADOPT.
The NGO had organized an eye checkup for the villagers. The camp did not take the
desired number of cases that they as there was a shortage of visiting doctors. We were
instructed to enroll the villagers and escort them to the concerned doctor for their
checkup. We girls had to regulate their queue and send them to the doctor in an orderly
manner and explain things to them.
We learnt here that to deal with the villagers we needed a lot of patience and had to
repeat our instructions again and again. The people of the village were encouraging and
very good to us.
We were rewarded for our work with snacks which was organized by Mr. Banerjee and
Mrs. Mukherjee who run the NGO. We look forward to other experiences of this nature.
Ecolecho Reporter

District level Basket ball Tournament
After participating in a number of inter-school activities, Ecole has finally opened its
account for inter-school sports activities as well. Yes, it was indeed our first time but we
Ecoliers learnt a lot from our first inter-school sports event. For the very first time our
senior basketball team participated in the inter-school basketball tournament held in
April 2014 at Doon International School.
It was quite the same feeling for us as one has while performing on stage butterflies in
our bellies, the excitement, the anxiety and a lot more. We went there with just one
purpose 'Win'.
While playing, just one line echoed in all our ears “Come on Ecoliers, you can do it!”
Every basket we missed and every point the opponents gained was like skipping a
heartbeat.
Though we could not be a position holder, our biggest achievement was to play and
gain as much experience as we could, being just beginners.
We look forward to more such events and keep the name, ECOLE GLOBALE flying
high.
Anamika Bhardwaj

The 14th Asian Challenge at The Asian School
th

The annual Asian Challenge debate was held on the 25 of April at The Asian School.
The topic of the debate this year was “Social Deprivation Causes Crime”. Megha of
Class XII and Shraddha of Class X represented the school at the debate. While Megha
spoke against the topic, Shraddha chose to speak for the topic. They went through a
grueling process of discussions with various staff members and friends and finally
arrived at their own conclusive opinion on the topic. They both expressed their opinions
firmly and convincingly. Shraddha was able to rebut questions that were put to her at
the end of her speech in a very effective manner.

It was no surprise to us in the audience to hear that our team was the runners-up team
in the debate.

And then the Artist says...

An interview- Aishwariya Sultania
Aishwariya Sultainia a well known artist of
today, and an ex-student of Mr.Ghosh was
on our campus as a residential artist for a few
days. Following is an extract of an interview
with her.
Manasi : Name a few people who shaped
your career ?
Aishwariya: There are a lot of people who
shaped my career, but a few main people
were Mr. Ghosh, my family, the atmosphere
of Welham girls and my best friend Garima.
Manasi : When did you know that you had a keen interest in art ?
Aishwariya: It was a step by step process. I was an all rounder. I excelled in studies as
well as sports. I also won a principal's award. In school, I always looked forward t
owards the art period, because I enjoyed it a lot. One saw a lot of career options, but I
was very keen in pursuing art. Moreover, I didn't want to work all day from 9am to
5pm, but I wanted to play and live life like a dream. Hence, I chose art as my career.
Manasi: Enlighten us about your journey of development before you became an artist?
Aishwariya: A chain of events as mentioned above helped me develop. It was also
the exposure of Welham school which helped me develop my all round experience in
personality. Every day I thought of different ways to entertain myself. I indulged in
activities like watching movies, visiting galleries, meeting artists, installations, and
cultural fields which include print making and sculptures. The part of my career that
was path breaking was that I won a KHOJ Residency award in 2007 as well as I was
awarded the Krishnakruthy award from the French Embassy in 2009
Manasi: Can you please explain what an installation is?
Aishwariya: Installation is when an object is put into a particular place which makes
it look significant.
Manasi: What are the different places you have visited? Also tell us something
memorable about it?
Aishwariya: I've visited a lot of places, but the place which I am very familiar is with
Europe. In Europe, I enjoyed rafting and mountaineering as that was very adventurous.
It's not only the activities that I look into but I love exploring the culture and food of
different places. Next, I like Berlin as it is one of the best places for art lovers. They
have very less resources but they utilize it very judiciously.
Manasi: What are the memories that you are taking back with you from Ecole? If given
a second chance, will you visit us again?

Aishwariya: The memory that I'm taking back with me is that the view is very serene
and pure. The hills and mountains give me a sense of purity and peace. I would
definitely keep visiting Ecole. I am sure that these saplings(children) would have grown
into trees and would have bloomed into beautiful flowers.
Manasi : Thank you for visiting us and for sparing your valuable time.

Changes in the Landscape
Ecole is in the throes of thrilling times. Ecolieres, many of them fresh from the mint, form a fantastic
potpourri of talent. The girls inhabiting the living spaces and walking the corridors of Ecole Globale
this year are smart, confident, articulate and very, very creative!
The new academic year ushered in many novel things. New girls, some of them sport stars, (of
National standards,if you please!), added a touch of glamour and we Ecolieres have been basking in
the reflected aura to the Ecole image. We also welcomed some South East Asian sisters in our midst,
from Thailand and Korea and now look forward to more servings of delectable cuisines from these
shores at the buffet.
A frequent visitor to the campus will notice substantial changes. Three important landmarks have been
recently added to the Ecole landscape. The spectacular Middle school dormitory that was thrown open
on the 5th of April has the oldies (read old students) grinning from ear to ear and envious of those who
shifted in. The second week of April saw the inauguration of the new Refectory. Massive and stately,
the dining facility can seat 500 students with elaborate buffet arrangements to serve many at a time.
We await the formal unveiling of another looked forward- to activity area… the state-of-the-art Rifle
shooting Range!(more of that in the later issues).
The Ubiquitous Six, our first batch of A levelers are preparing to move on. We barely run into them
nowadays. So engrossed are they in their books and notes that it's almost as if are not there. You catch
sight of one of them in passing sometime, walking absently towards the infirmary or clearing last
minute Mathematics doubts. That's another milestone that Ecole has cleared… the first Farewell party
and the first names being etched to our soon-to-be Alumna list!
The baton has changed hands at the Ecole echo Editorial desk… Megha Rathi, the first Editor formally
handed over charge to the newly anointed Editor, Arushi Gorsi. Regular readers will remember her as
the one who wrote stinging Last Words. So young yet so sharp!
Ecolecho salutes the old with wistfulness and welcomes the new with warmth.

They say goodbye is the most painful
memory in this whole wide world.
But I believe that packing your bags and taking a
leave for an incentive never stings. As we bid adieu
to the first batch, we know for sure that ever will
they continue to linger in our hearts. The smiles,
the tears, the giggles, the memories will never
disappear from this place.

The farewell, though a solemn function, had a pool full of laughter and dance, amidst
all the shades of blue. Class XI, the hosts had organized entertainment and a few
games. The highlight of the event was the ramp walk by the six twelthies and the
question answer session. The guests of the evening, Mr. Das, Ms. Soni Juneja, Mr.
Thapliyal and the principal, Mrs. Ghosh asked questions to which we received some
witty, well-thought answers. Vasundhra was crowned Miss Ecole '14. The Class of '14
was presented a sweatshirt by class 11 as a parting gift.
After a delightful dinner, the floor was set ablaze with the dancing shoes of the girls led
by the 'Swinging Six'. This was interspersed by hugs and tears and endless photographs.
Here is a wish for our beloved seniors as they get ready to leave the safe, protected
haven called Ecole Globale…
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
and rains fall soft upon your fields.
And until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.
Aarjoo Bahuguna
(On behalf of the Class of '15)

Be an Optimist!
The title says it all. In today's world, optimistic people are the happiest and the most blessed.
I'll tell you why.
Often in life, we face harsh situations and difficulties and often, we toss questions into the air,
'WHY ME?' How about we ask ourselves the other way round - 'WHY NOT ME?' We always
fail to see the silver lining. Every failure is an opportunity to ask ourselves where we went
wrong a chance to correct our mistakes. Instead of being disheartened; we should rather think,
analyze and learn from them. We must look forward to more opportunities coming our way.
After all, all that happens, happens for a reason.
A negative thinking person or a pessimist is never really a happy person. There is no end to
her negative thoughts or feelings. This can be disastrous; bringing distress, quarrels and
sometimes misunderstanding between friends and family. On the other hand, an optimist is
more open towards opportunities and never fails to look at the brighter side of things. She
confidently tides through rough times awaiting the good ones. She's confident because of
which, she succeeds and is always thankful and grateful.
With this, I urge my fellow Ecoliers to develop a positive
approach towards the not-so-good things in life and consider
failure as a temporary setback. Discover your strengths and
deal with situations. Avoid blaming others for your failures
and work hard instead. This shall accelerate your pace of
becoming an 'ACHIEVER'!
Neichinghoi Kipgen
Student Editorial Board : Arushi Gorsi, Neichinghoi Kipgen, Manasi Sheshadri, Shraddha
Sawhney, Bhargavie Raj, Ananya Gupta
Staff Editorial Board

: Mrs. Brinda Ghosh, Mr. Subhasish Ghosh, Mrs. Tulsi Bhatia and
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